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12HKP3000 TOWING PROCEDURE 

 

BEFORE TOWING THE LIGHTING TOWER 
 

1. Check the vehicle load rating and ensure that it is suitable for the towing operation. 

2. Check that the mast has been retracted and is positioned securely in the mast holder. 

3. Check all doors and ensure all latches are secure. 

4. Check that all tyres are in good condition and are inflated to the correct pressure. 

5. Check that all stabiliser legs are in the raise position. 

6. Connect the towing hitch, safety chains and trailer plug to the towing vehicle. 

7. Check that the Jockey wheel has been raised or swung into the towing position. 

8. Remove the wheel chocks and stow in the wheel chock holders. 

9. Ensure that the manual hand brake has been released (If fitted). 

10. Check that the brake reversing lever on the manual inertia hitch is in the open position. 

11. Check that all brake cables are in good condition and brakes are adjusted correctly. 

12. Check lighting tower brake, indicator and tail lights operate and are in good condition. 

 

ATTACHING THE LIGHTING TOWER TO TOW VEHICLE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. With the help of a spotter back up to trailer so that tow ball/pintle hook are in alignment with trailer. 

2. Wind the jockey wheel up so the trailer lowers onto the tow ball/pintle hook. 

3. Lock tow ball/pintle hook to vehicle. 

4. Connect trailer plug and fit safety chains to vehicle. 

5. Release manual hand brake. 

6. If break-a-way system is fitted, connect the switch lanyard to the vehicle. 

7. Stow wheel chocks in the wheel chock holders. 

8. Check trailer that all trailer lights work – brake, tail and indicator. 

9. Check that the turnbuckle has been attached to the light head frame to stop excess movement while being transported (If 

Fitted). 

DISCONNECTING THE LIGHTING TOWER FROM THE TOW VEHICLE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Visually inspect area where trailer will be positioned and ensure ground is flat, level and stable.  

2. Back trailer into position with the aid of a spotter. 

3. Disconnect trailer plug and safety chains. 

4. If break-a-way system is fitted, disconnect the switch lanyard from the vehicle. 

5. Apply hand brake and put wheel chocks into position. 

6. Lift tow ball or pintle ring lock and swing jockey wheel down from rest position. 

7. Wind jockey wheel down to raise from vehicle. 

8. Drive vehicle a safe distance away from lighting tower. 
 

 

 

Refer to 12HKP3000 Operation and Maintenance Manual for further servicing details. 
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